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January 1945 

INFORMAL MEJVIORANDUM for Colonel Hayes 
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Subject: Communication Security Compromises 

1. I do not believe that the Intelligen~e Division or 
Office of the Director of Communications Research is in a posi
tion, either with respect to personnel or availability of 
collateral information, to evaluate the security compromises 
which may show up in ultra material. All such information 
should be correlated with prisoner of war reports, reports of 
physical compromise, and security studies, in order to arrive 
at the proper evaluation of the compromise so that the neces·
sary corrective action can be taken. 

2. It appears that the CrT~tographic Security Officer 
of the War Department already has certain powers vested.in 
him, which, if properly expanded, would provide the necessary 
administrative and operational mechanism for effecting the 
aims of the attached paper. The proper expansion would pos
sibly require the addition of personnel -vri th specific qualifica
tions for examining and evaluating the materialAfrom all sourcesAf 
pertaining to our own codes and ciphers. If done at SSA, it 
,.rould certainly be a function of the . Security Division, and not 
the other two offices mentioned. 

3. At this time MIS has a large staff of personnel 
occupied ih correlating and evaluating,e.M.types of information. 
No mention ls made in the attached pape~"now being undertaken 
by MIS on such material. It would appear that G-2, since it 
is charged with the evaluation and dissemination of information 
from Ultra sources, ivould be logically considered in the capac:L ty 
proposed by the paper, and it is importa.nt to note that G-2 has 
the power to initiate corrective action~much more rapidly than 
an operating agency such as SSA which in certain cases, would 
have to obtain approval of G-2. It is thought that considera
tion should be given toward having this function performed 
by G-2,· since, within the frame-work of its organization, ·simi
lar mechanisms have already been set up for other purposes. 
It is not inconceivable that some steps in this dire.ction have 
already been taken by G-2. 

4. Wherever the authority is vested, specialists will 
be required for proper functioning. It goes without saying, 
that such snecialists should have instant and ready access to 
all sources-of information bearing on the subject. 

~ 
Frank B. Rowlett 

Lt. Colonel, Signal Corps. 


